
 ENG 110 – Peer Review Guide for Paper 1 
 
Note: This looks more complex than it is. Spend 30-45 minutes with each peer’s paper. 
 
Quantity: You should make 2-3 substantive marginal comments on EACH PAGE of your peers’ texts. In addition, please add a 
200-word (minimum!) “end comment” to the very end of the paper, as described below.  
 
Total Comments: 6-10 + End Comment 
 
Please focus your marginal comments on the following 4 areas: 
 
1.     Perspective/Idea/Claim/Point (Use one or more of these words in your comments.) 

● Highlight specific sentences where you can see the author making a claim or point. Comment on why the claim/point 
seems valid (or not). 

●  Also note places where you ALMOST see the author advancing a point or idea. Help the author by suggesting ways to 
strengthen the point. 

  
2.     Evidence/Textual Engagement (Use one of these words in your marginal comments.) 

● Evaluate the author’s choice of quotes or examples. 
● Flag particularly good/effective quotes. Explain how/why the evidence works for the idea in that paragraph. 
● Flag weaker choices. Explain how/why those selections are weaker; SUGGEST an alternative quote/passage and 

provide a page number. 
  
3.     Explanation of Text’s Relationship to Claim/Idea/Point 

● Effective writers EXPLAIN what the reader should take from a quote, paraphrase, or example. 
● Find at least 1 place where the author does a good job explaining what the quote DOES for his or her idea/claim/point. 

Explain why it works and how it might be strengthened. 
● Find at least 1 place that NEEDS WORK in this area. Offer a suggestion. 

  
4.     Introducing Texts 

● Does the author introduce our readings in ways that offer the right balance of background/detail/context? This is hard. 
● Too much summary leaves very little room for the author’s argument. 
● Too little introduction/summary leaves the reader confused about the readings engaged in the paper. 
● Make at least one comment that speaks to the issue of introducing/summarizing the text(s). 

 
End Comment: At the end of the paper (on the works cited page, or somewhere at the end), write a brief letter/note to your 
peer. Begin the note with the student’s name, as you would in a letter. 
 
In that note 

● Distill the peer’s argument/main idea into a 1-2 sentence summary. If you can’t be sure of the argument, you can write, 
“I think you’re arguing…” 

● Identify one specific thing YOU LIKED about the draft.  Be specific by naming a paragraph number, specific idea on a 
page, etc. Explain why you liked it. 

● Identify at least two TOP PRIORITY issues for the revision. These are the biggest weaknesses in the draft and are the 
places where the author could really improve the paper. 

● Finally, make note of those sentence level issues that may be bugging you in the paper. (Run-on sentences or fragments, 
confusing uses of the comma, semi-colon, etc, missing apostrophes for possessives, typos, etc.) Hopefully, your peer has 
taken care in this area and this is not a problem for you as a reader. 

 
NOTICE: THIS GUIDE DOES NOT TELL YOU TO FOCUS ON COMMAS, RUN-ONS, SPELLING, OR OTHER SMALL DETAILS. This 
is because we’re working on idea development and support for ideas.  This is where we should focus on a first draft. 


